Press release

star petrol stations donate goals by THW Kiel in Germany’s
top handball league to children suffering from cancer
Elmshorn, 23 November 2012 – For every goal by THW star Patrick
Wiencek in the current season of Germany’s top handball league, star
petrol stations will donate 50 euros to the children’s cancer ward at
the Schleswig-Holstein University Medical Centre, Kiel campus.

From now on, goals by Patrick Wiencek, the THW Kiel player sponsored by
star petrol stations, will count twice over. Both fans of the team and
Deutsche KinderKrebshilfe, the German association dedicated to fighting
cancer in children, will have reason to celebrate his goals in the current
2012/2013 season. For every goal that the pivot scores, star petrol stations
will donate 50 euros to help children in the region suffering from cancer.
That is why everyone is hoping for lots of goal-scoring opportunities for the
German international from the 34 games in the top league. The total
amount will be handed over to the children’s cancer ward at SchleswigHolstein University Medical Centre, Kiel campus, at the end of the season.

“We are proud to be able to make a regional contribution for the fight
against cancer”, says Wieslaw Milkiewicz, Managing Director and
spokesperson for the petrol station brand star. Both star and THW Kiel
have countless fans, especially in northern Germany. The successful
partnership will also be continued next year.

star – a strong brand of ORLEN Deutschland GmbH
star is the petrol station brand of ORLEN Deutschland GmbH, which has
operated more than 560 petrol stations in the northern half of Germany
since 2003. The company, which has its headquarters in Elmshorn near
Hamburg, belongs to the Polish oil and petrochemistry group PKN ORLEN
SA, which is the largest Polish company with an annual turnover of 26
billion euros in 2011 and one of the largest Central European groups.

PKN ORLEN SA is listed on the stock exchanges in Warsaw and London
and is represented on the petrol station market in Eastern and Central
Europe with a total of 2,700 petrol stations in Germany, Lithuania, Poland
and the Czech Republic. In recent years, large investments have been
made in Lithuania and the Czech Republic to bring the group a step closer
to its goal of becoming the leading oil company in Central Europe.
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